
Birmingham MSc International Macro Autumn 2015
Testing the Dornbusch Mundell Flemming model - Assignment

Solutions
1. Remark on any similarity you notice between the mathematics of solving

the expectational linear difference equations in the DMF model and testing the
DMF model using long-run restrictions in a VAR.
2. Explain how Clarida-Gali’s results using long run restrictions offered

support for the DMF model.
3. How do you compute the inverse of a 3*3 matrix?
4. Explain the main features that distinguish a variance-covariance matrix

from any old matrix.
5. Can you think of any problems there might be in implementing long run

restriction methods in practice?
6. Can you think of a reason why the Clarida-Gali assumption about the

neutrality of real exchange rate shocks on the money supply might be incorrect?
7. Can you write the DMF model in the form:

B0Yt = B1Yt−1 + Ut

?
8. What other ways could we test the DMF model’s implications?
9. In the 1-lag VAR example presented in class, the matrix we needed to

find to resolve the identification problem was B−10 Would this change if we
added more lags? Explain your answer.
10. In the lecture/lecture notes, we traced out the impact that a structural

shock vector of unit length would have on the VAR(1) over successive periods.
Do this for 3 periods in a general VAR of lag lengh p.
11. Suppose that the Cholesky factor of a square matrix A is P . What is

chol(PP ′) ∗ chol(PP ′)′?
12. Re-write the general-lag reduced-form VAR you used in 10 using the

lag operator you encountered in the lecture presenting the solution of the DMF
model, collecting terms in Y , and with only the shocks on the RHS.
13. What policy implications arise out of our analysis of the DMF model

and how useful a guide is the model for us?
14. Why can’t we just take a time series of the money stock and take those

as the m−m′’s that DMF conjecture in their paper?
15. Why don’t Clarida and Gali just estimate the DMF model directly?
16. If we estimate a 3 variable system involving money, nominal and real

exchange rates, why can’t we just take the residuals from the money equation
in this system as the monetary shocks?
17. Explain in words the nature of the identification restrictions that Clarida

and Gali use.
18. Recap on what the main questions we had about the DMF paper were,

and what Clarida and Gali conclude.
19. Find one or two other studies that replicate Clarida-Gali for other

exchange rates and compare what they find with the original.
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